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TopLock Indoor Aquasoft
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TopLock

technically enhanced and fashioned with abso-
lute precision. A cleverly thought-out attach-
ment system guarantees secure guidance of the 
stick and fast setting. 

TopLock glass cleaning systems impressively 
combine economy, quality, ergonomics and 
functionality. And what’s more – and typically 
VERMOP – constant further development, first-
class service and delivery dependability. All this 
makes TopLock the crystal clear recommenda-
tion for cleaning professionals. 

The TopLock glass cleaning range offers innova-
tive quality products to meet the highest profes-
sional standards. Working with TopLock guaran-
tees streak-free cleanliness even high up and in 
hard-to-reach areas. 

TopLock was developed with a particular eye on 
ergonomics and user-friendliness. High-quality 
materials such as profiled aluminium, glass fibre 
reinforced plastic, stainless steel and carbon are 
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TopLock – Range

TopLock soaper carrier

The TopLock soaper carrier is equipped with a 
special ergonomic grip. The rubberized material 
makes it possible to work quickly and precisely 
without slipping. The grip is ideally dimensioned 
for ergonomic handling without coming into 
contact with the soaper. 

TopLock quiver

An indispensable utensil for professional glass 
cleaning: The TopLock quiver holds the wiper 
and soaper and makes drip-free working possi-
ble without a bucket. The belt with a fast release 
function ensures both a firm hold and a comfort-
able feeling when wearing.

LockStrip soaper

The range of LockStrip soapers offers the ideal 
solution for every cleaning profile. The cover 
of synthetic plush with microfibre can absorb 
a large quantity of cleaning liquid and as a re-
sult permits even distribution, even over large 
panes. Thanks to the optimum fit, every Lock-
Strip soaper sits perfectly and without slipping 
onto the TopLock soaper carrier. 

A model version with a scratch-free pad for re-
moving stubborn dirt is also available. 
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Range – TopLock

LockHead wiper

The length of the LockHead wiper is ideally di-
mensioned for ergonomic handling, without 
having to touch the soap. The very light grip 
guarantees precise, fatigue-free work. The non-
slip rubberized grip guarantees problem-free 
and safe use, even with wet hands. The rails can 
be adjusted or replaced simply and quickly and 
still sit reliably securely in the grip. 

Release button

Thanks to the easy-to-use release button, 
the rails in the wiper grip can be adjusted or 
changed simply and quickly. No wobbling, no 
slipping: the notches in the LockHead guaran-
tee that the rail sits firmly. This also applies for 
the non-slip secured blades. 

TopLock wiper blades

The material of the TopLock wiper 
blades combines the smooth run-
ning of a soft rubber quality with 
the durability of hard rubber. As a 
result, the same wiper blade can be 
used in all kinds of weather. 

Rails

The TopLock rails can be effortlessly adjusted 
or replaced and sit perfectly with just one flick 
of the wrist. Thanks to the notches, the rails are 
set securely in every position on the LockHead 
wiper grip.
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TopLock – Range

TopLock telescopic sticks

The TopLock telescopic sticks are particularly 
light, very flexible, secure in use and therefore 
ideally suited for every application. Their attach-
ment system makes a convincing impression 
through simple handling and precision. The in-
novative inner locking cuts out laborious screw-
ing in and releasing of the cap nut. Just a quarter 
turn of the stick is enough to set it in any posi-
tion. Even at maximum length, the TopLock tel-
escopic stick fits smoothly and precisely into the 
guide rod. The interplay of the extender wheel 
with the profiled inner pipe therefore generates 
such a high level of flat wringer pressure that 
the stick can withstand a traction and pressure 
force of 60 kp. Thanks to this system, it is easy 
to retract and extend, without falling in when re-
leased. Integrated stoppers prevent the fingers 
being nipped when the stick is being retracted. 

Pro cone with Pinocchio safety 
button

The pro cone with the Pinocchio safety button 
creates the desired secure connection and en-
sures a firm fit. 
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Range – TopLock

Glassman safety scraper

The Glassman safety scraper with the 10 cm wide 
blade made of Solingen steel is ideal for remov-
ing stickers, paint residue or encrusted dirt from 
glass and ceran. The Blade Change Security Sys-
tem (BCS) guarantees simple, fast and safe blade 
changes. The locked protective cap sits securely 
over the blade and minimises the danger of in-
juries. Furthermore, applied as a handle, it also 
offers optimum power trans mission. 
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TopLock Indoor Aquasoft –  
interior cleaning appliance

The special TopLock Indoor Aquasoft appliance 
opens up new possibilities for interior cleaning: 
Demineralised water loosens the dirt which can 
then be lifted off with the Textronic microfibre 
high-quality pad. This makes the use of clean-
ing chemicals unnecessary. The water-bearing 
telescopic stick made of carbon, combined with 
the water-repelling, breathable belt, make glass 
cleaning a pleasure. Specific dirt removal and the 
no-smear drying guarantees a huge time saving. 
There is no more soiling of window frames and 
floors through splashed cleaning water. 

TopLock Indoor Aquasoft not only provides a 
convincing cleaning result, but also a profes-
sional appearance for the cleaning operative.

Areas of use in interior cleaning:

   Glass panes

   Mirrors

   Glass partitions 

   Display windows in shopping centres

Benefits:

   Non-drip

   Economical (less water, no chemicals)

   Ergonomic for every cleaning operative

TopLock Indoor Aquasoft
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1. Belt

The light belt offers a comfortable feel when 
worn and is lined with skin-friendly, air-perme-
able 3D net material. The pockets for pads, mo-
tor/batteries and fresh water bottle are securely 
attached to the belt so that they don’t slip even 
when the wearer is walking or kneeling. The flex-
ible fast-release lock permits quick and individu-
al size adjustment. 

2. Fresh water bottle

The fresh water bottle holds up to 0.5 l deminer-
alised water for effective interior cleaning. There-
fore, thanks to the low consumption, cleaning 
operatives can work for many hours without 
having to change or replenish the liquid. 

3. Water-bearing stick

The water-bearing telescopic stick is made of 
carbon. This makes it extremely light and com-
fortable to hold. Height adjustment and setting 
is carried out with an intuitive and easy-to-use 
locking system.

4. Pad

The Textronic microfibre high-performance pad 
removes light soiling, for example finger marks, 
quickly and simply. The clip-on holder allows dif-
ferent pad holders to be attached quickly and 
simply for all circumstances. The flexible joint 
ensures that even hard-to-access places can be 
reached easily. 

5. Battery

The lithium-ion battery provides power to the In-
door Aquasoft and allows for a number of hours 
work. The battery pack can be reliably recharged 
at any time using the charger.

6. Motor / Pump

The motor of the Indoor Aquasoft works effi-
ciently and particularly quietly. As a result, such 
premises as offices can easily be cleaned with-
out causing a disturbance, even during working 
hours.

TopLock Indoor Aquasoft
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Notes
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Notes
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VERMOP UK Ltd.
Unit 3, Moorfield Centre, 
Moorfield Rd, Slyfield Ind. Est., 
Guildford GU1 1RA
Tel. + 44 1483 506162 
Fax + 44 1483506158
info@vermop.co.uk 
www.vermop.co.uk

VERMOP Deutschland GmbH
Kiesweg 4 – 6  
97877 Wertheim 
Germany
Tel. + 49 9342 878 - 0 
Fax + 49 9342 878 - 173
info@vermop.com 
www.vermop.com

VERMOP USA Inc.
7606 Whitehall  
Executive Drive 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28273
info@vermop.us
www.vermop.us
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